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1. Introduction
Coupling is a powerful tool for proving certain kinds of properties of random variables or pro-
cesses. A coupling of two random processes X and Y typically refers to deﬁning random processes
X ′ and Y ′ on a common probability space such that X ′ ∼ X (i.e. X and X ′ are identically distributed)
and Y ′ ∼ Y . There can be many ways of doing this, but generally one wants to deﬁne the proba-
bility space such that the joint distribution of (X ′, Y ′) has some property. For example, suppose that
X = {Xn}n0 and Y = {Yn}n0 are two nearest-neighbour simple random walks in 1 dimension with
drifts μX  μY respectively. One can deﬁne X ′ ∼ X and Y ′ ∼ Y on a common probability space so
that X ′ and Y ′ are independent, but one can also deﬁne X ′′ ∼ X and Y ′′ ∼ Y on a common probability
space so that X ′′n  Y ′′n for all n with probability 1.
Consider now a nearest-neighbour random walk {Xn}n0 on Zd that has transition probabilities
(2d)−1 of stepping in each of the 2d possible directions, except on the ﬁrst departure from each site.
On the ﬁrst departure, these are also the transition probabilities for stepping to the left and right in
any coordinate direction other than the ﬁrst. But in the ﬁrst coordinate, the transition probabilities
are instead (2d)−1(1+ β) (right) and (2d)−1(1− β) (left), for some ﬁxed parameter β ∈ [0,1]. This is
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has been studied in some detail since 2003. For this particular model, it is known [2] that for d  2
and β > 0, there exists vβ = (v[1]β ,0, . . . ,0) ∈ Zd with v[1]β > 0 such that limn→∞ n−1Xn = vβ with
probability 1. When d = 1 the model is recurrent (0 is visited inﬁnitely often) except in the trivial
case β = 1. It is plausible that v[1]β should be a non-decreasing function of β (i.e. increasing the local
drift should increase the global drift) but this is not known in general.
A natural ﬁrst attempt at trying to prove such a monotonicity result would be as follows: given
0 < β1 < β2  1, construct a coupling of excited random walks X and Y with parameters β1 and
β2 > β1 respectively such that with probability 1, X
[1]
n  Y [1]n for all n. Thus far no one has been able
to construct such a coupling, and the monotonicity of v[1]β as a function of β remains an open problem
in dimensions 2  d  8. In dimensions d  9 this result has been proved [3] using a somewhat
technical expansion method, as well as rigorous numerical bounds on simple random walk quantities.
More general models in 1 dimension have been studied, and some monotonicity results [6] have been
obtained via probabilistic arguments but without coupling. This raises the question of whether or
not one can obtain proofs of these kinds of results using a coupling argument that has weaker aims
e.g. such that maxmn X
[1]
m maxmn Y [1]m for all n, rather than X [1]n  Y [1]n for all n.
This paper addresses this issue in 1 dimension. We study relationships between completely de-
terministic (non-random) 1-dimensional systems of arrows that may prove to be of independent
interest in combinatorics. Each system L of arrows deﬁnes a sequence L of integers. We show that
under certain natural local conditions on arrow systems L and R, one obtains relations between the
corresponding sequences such as maxmn L
[1]
m  maxmn R[1]m for all n (while it’s still possible that
L[1]n > R[1]n for some n).
These may be applied to certain random systems of arrows, to give self-interacting random walk
couplings. Doing so, one can obtain results about the (now random) sequence Rn if Ln (also random) is
well understood, and vice versa. This yields alternative proofs of some existing results, as well as new
non-trivial results about the so-called multi-excited random walks in 1 dimension and some models
of random walks in random environments in all dimensions – see e.g. [4]. To be a bit more precise,
in [4] a projection argument applied to some models of random walks in random environments (in
all dimensions) gives rise to a one-dimensional random walk Y , which can be coupled with a one-
dimensional multi-excited random walk Z (both walks depending on a parameter p) so that for every
j ∈ Z and every r  1:
(i) if Y goes left on its rth visit to j then so does Z (if such a visit occurs), and therefore
(ii) if Z goes right on its rth visit to j then so does Y (if such a visit occurs).
Explicit conditions (p > 34 in this case) governing when Zn → ∞ as n → ∞ are given in [6]. One
would like to conclude that also Yn → ∞ (whence the original random walk in d dimensions returns
to its starting point only ﬁnitely many times) when p > 34 . This can be achieved by applying the result
of this paper to the coupling mentioned above.
The main contributions of this paper are: combinatorial results concerning sequences deﬁned by
arrow systems satisfying certain natural local relationships (see Theorem 1.3); some non-trivial coun-
terintuitive examples; and application of these combinatorial results with non-monotone couplings to
obtain new results in the theory of random walks.
1.1. Arrow systems
A collection E = (E(x, r))x∈Z,r∈N , where E(x, r) ∈ {← , →} is the arrow above the vertex x ∈ Z at
level r ∈ N, is called an arrow system. This should be thought of as an inﬁnite (ordered) stack of arrows
rising above each vertex in Z.
In a given arrow system E , let E←( j, r) denote the number of ← arrows, out of the ﬁrst r arrows
above j. As r increases, this quantity counts the number of ←’s appearing in the arrow columns
above j. Similarly deﬁne E→( j, r) = r − E←( j, r). We can deﬁne a sequence E = {En}n0 by setting
E0 = 0 and letting E evolve by taking one step to the left or right (at unit times), according to the
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#{0m n: Em = En} = k then En+1 = En + 1 if E(En,k) =→ (resp. En+1 = En − 1 if E(En,k) =←).
Deﬁnition 1.1 (L R). Given two arrow systems L and R, we write L R if for each j ∈ Z and
each r ∈ N,
L←( j, r)R←( j, r)
(
and hence also L→( j, r)R→( j, r)
)
.
Deﬁnition 1.2 (LR). We write LR if for each j ∈ Z and each r ∈ N,
L( j, r) =→ ⇒ R( j, r) =→ .
It is easy to see that LR implies LR.
Now deﬁne two paths/sequences {Ln}n0 and {Rn}n0 in Z according to the arrows in L and
R respectively as above (in particular L0 = R0 = 0). Since each arrow system determines a unique
sequence, but a given sequence may be obtained from multiple different arrow systems, we write
L  R (resp. L  R) if there exist LR (resp. LR) whose corresponding sequences are L and R
respectively. Note that when LR, the paths Z = L and Y = R constructed from L and R as above
automatically satisfy the conditions (i) and (ii) appearing at the beginning of Section 1.
An arrow system E is said to be 0-right recurrent if in the new system E+ deﬁned by E+(0, i) =→
for all i  1, and E+(x, i) = E(x, i) for all i  1 and x > 0, E+,n = 0 inﬁnitely often.
The main result of this paper is the following theorem, in which nE,t(x) = #{k  t : Ek = x} (see
also Corollary 3.10 in the case that L is transient to the right).
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that LR. Then the following hold.
(i) lim infn→∞ Ln  lim infn→∞ Rn.
(ii) limsupn→∞ Ln  limsupn→∞ Rn.
(iii) Let an  n be any increasing sequence, with an → ∞. If there exists x ∈ Z such that R  x inﬁnitely often
then limsupn→∞ Lnan  limsupn→∞
Rn
an
.
(iv) If nR,t(x) > nL,t(x) then nR,t(y) nL,t(y) for every y > x.
(v) If R is 0-right recurrent then so is L.
As Lnn represents the average speed of the sequence L, up to time n, in many applications the
sequence of interest in Theorem 1.3(iii) will be an = n. Part (ii) of Theorem 1.3 actually follows from
part (i) by a simple mirror symmetry argument. There is a symmetric version of (iii), but one must
be careful. Part (iii) obviously implies that if u = limn−1Rn and l = limn−1Ln both exist then l  u,
however we show in Section 4.1 that L  R does not imply that lim inf Lnn  lim inf
Rn
n . The mirror
image (about 0) of the counterexample in Section 4.1 also shows that (iii) is not true in general if
we drop the condition that L  x inﬁnitely often, for some x. One might also conjecture that if L R
then the amount of time that R > L is at least as large as the amount of time that R < L. This is also
false as per a counterexample in Section 4.2.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 contains the basic combinatorial
relations which are satisﬁed by the arrow systems and their corresponding sequences. These will
be needed in order to prove our ﬁrst results. Section 3 gives various consequences of the relationship
LR between two arrow systems, and includes the proofs of the main results of the paper. Section 4
contains the counterexamples described above. Finally Section 5 contains applications of our results
in the study of self-interacting random walks.
2. Basic relations
Given an arrow system E and t  0, let nE,t(x) = #{k t: Ek = x} and nE,t(x, y) = #{k t: Ek−1 =
x, Ek = y}. Then the following relationships hold:
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nE,t(x) = δEt ,x + nE,t(x, x+ 1) + nE,t(x, x− 1), (2.2)
t + 1 =
∞∑
i=−∞
nE,t(i). (2.3)
Relation (2.1) says that every visit to x is either from the left or right, except for the ﬁrst visit if x = 0.
Relation (2.2) is similar, but in terms of departures from x. The sum in (2.3) is in fact a ﬁnite sum
since nE,t(i) = 0 for |i| > t .
Next
nE,t(x, x+ 1) = E→
(
x,nE,t(x) − I Et=x
)
, (2.4)
nE,t(x, x− 1) = E←
(
x,nE,t(x) − I Et=x
)
, (2.5)
where e.g. relation (2.4) says that the number of departures from x to the right is the number of
“used” right arrows at x.
Finally,
nE,t(x, x+ 1) + Ix+10 I Etx = nE,t(x+ 1, x) + Ix0 I Etx+1, (2.6)
which says that the number of moves from x to x+ 1 is closely related to the number of moves from
x+ 1 to x. They may differ by 1 depending on the position of x relative to 0 and the current value of
the sequence. For example, if 0 x < Et then the number of moves from x to x + 1 up to time t is
one more than the number of moves from x+ 1 to x up to time t .
3. Implications of LR
In this section we always assume that LR. The results typically have symmetric versions using
the fact that L  R ⇐⇒ −R  −L, which is equivalent to considering arrow systems reﬂected
about 0. We divide the section into two subsections based roughly on the nature of the results and
their proofs.
For x ∈ Z and k 0, let TL(x,k) = inf{t  0: nL,t(x) = k}, and TR(x,k) = inf{t  0: nR,t(x) = k}.
3.1. Results obtained from the basic relations
The proofs in this section are based on applications of the basic relations of Section 2. The ﬁrst
few results are somewhat technical, but will be used in turn to prove some of the more appealing
results. Roughly speaking they describe how the relative numbers of visits of L and R to neighbouring
sites x− 1 and x relate to each other.
Lemma 3.1. If L hits x at least k 1 times and R is eventually to the left of x after fewer than k visits to x, then
there exists a site y < x that R hits at least nL,TL(x,k)(y) times.
Proof. Fix x,k and let T = TL(x,k) and y0 := inf{z x: nL,T (z) > 0} 0. If y0 = x then the ﬁrst k − 1
arrows at x are all right arrows, i.e. L→(y0,k − 1) = k − 1. Then also R→(y0,k − 1) = k − 1 so R
cannot be to the left of x after fewer than k visits. Similarly if y0 < x then the ﬁrst nL,T (y0) arrows
at y0 are all right arrows, i.e. L→(y0,nL,T (y0)) = nL,T (y0), and so also R→(y0,nL,T (y0)) = nL,T (y0).
Therefore either R visits y0 at least nL,T (y0) times or it stays in (y0, x) inﬁnitely often, whence it
must visit some site y ∈ (y0, x) at least nL,T (y) times as required. 
Let nL(x) = nL,∞(x) and nR(x) = nR,∞(x).
Lemma 3.2. If R hits x− 1 at least nL(x− 1) times then either
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(b) R is always to the right of x after fewer than nL(x) visits (⇒ lim infn→∞ Rn > x).
Proof. Assume that the ﬁrst claim fails, so in particular nR(x) < ∞. Let T = inf{t: nL,t(x) = nR(x)+1}.
Then T < ∞ so LT = x. Choose r suﬃciently large so that Rt 
= x for any t  r, Rr 
= x − 1, and
nR,r(x− 1) nL,T (x− 1). Then by (2.1) applied to L at time T , and also to R at time r,
nR,r(x) + 1 = nR(x) + 1 = nL,T (x) = nL,T (x− 1, x) + nL,T (x+ 1, x) + δ0,x,
nR,r(x) = δx,0 + nR,r(x− 1, x) + nR,r(x+ 1, x).
Subtracting one from the other and rearranging we obtain
nR,r(x− 1, x) − nL,T (x− 1, x) + nR,r(x+ 1, x) + 1 = nL,T (x+ 1, x).
Now nL,T (x+ 1, x) = nL,T (x, x+ 1) + Ix+10 from (2.6), so
nR,r(x+ 1, x) + 1+
[
nR,r(x− 1, x) − nL,T (x− 1, x)
]= nL,T (x, x+ 1) + Ix+10. (3.1)
Using (2.4) and the fact that Rr 
= x, then LR, then the fact that nL,T (x) = 1 + nR,r(x), and ﬁnally
again using (2.4) and the fact that LT = x we obtain
nR,r(x, x+ 1) = R→
(
x,nR,r(x)
)
 L→
(
x,nR,r(x)
)= L→(x,nL,T (x) − 1)= nL,T (x, x+ 1).
Using this bound in (3.1) yields
nR,r(x+ 1, x) + 1+
[
nR,r(x− 1, x) − nL,T (x− 1, x)
]
 nR,r(x, x+ 1) + Ix+10. (3.2)
Using the fact that Rr 
= x− 1 and applying (2.4) to Rr at x− 1, then using nR,r(x − 1) nL,T (x− 1),
then LR, and ﬁnally using the fact that LT 
= x− 1 and applying (2.4) to LT at x− 1, we have that
nR,r(x− 1, x) = R→
(
x− 1,nR,r(x− 1)
)
R→
(
x− 1,nL,T (x− 1)
)
 L→
(
x− 1,nL,T (x− 1)
)= nL,T (x− 1, x).
Therefore by (3.2), and then (2.6)
nR,r(x+ 1, x) + 1 nR,r(x, x+ 1) + Ix+10  nR,r(x+ 1, x) + I Rrx+1.
Therefore Rr  x + 1, so in fact Rt > x for every t  r. Moreover nR,r(x) = nR(x) < nL(x), which
shows (b). 
Lemma 3.3. Let x ∈ Z, and suppose that for some k > 0, nL(x)  k and nR(x)  k. Then nR,TR (x,k)(x − 1) 
nL,TL(x,k)(x− 1).
Proof. Let T = TL(x,k) < ∞ and S = TR(x,k) < ∞. Then RS = x > x− 1, so from (2.6) and (2.5)
nR,S(x− 1, x) = nR,S(x, x− 1) + Ix1 = R←(x,k − 1) + Ix1.
Similarly
nL,T (x− 1, x) = nL,T (x, x− 1) + Ix1 = L←(x,k − 1) + Ix1.
Since R←(x,k − 1)L←(x,k − 1) it follows that nR,S (x− 1, x) nL,T (x− 1, x). Finally,
R→
(
x− 1,nR,S(x− 1)
)= nR,S(x− 1, x) and nL,T (x− 1, x) = L→(x− 1,nL,T (x− 1))
whence R→(x− 1,nR,S (x− 1))L→(x− 1,nL,T (x− 1)). Since the nR,S(x− 1)th arrow at x− 1 is →
by deﬁnition of S (and similarly for nL,T (x − 1) and T ) this implies that nR,S(x − 1) nL,T (x − 1) as
required. 
Lemma 3.4. If T = TL(x,k) < ∞ and R stays to the right of x after fewer than k visits to x then nR(x − 1)
nL,T (x− 1).
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RS ′ = x, R(x − 1,nR,S ′ (x − 1)) =→ and R(x,nR,S ′ (x)) =→. By (2.6) applied at x − 1, and then us-
ing (2.5), and ﬁnally the fact that R(x,nR,S ′ (x)) =→,
nR,S ′(x− 1, x) = nR,S ′(x, x− 1) + Ix1 = R←
(
x,nR,S ′(x) − 1
)+ Ix1
= R←
(
x,nR,S ′(x)
)+ Ix1.
Therefore by (2.4),
R→
(
x− 1,nR,S ′(x− 1)
)= nR,S ′(x− 1, x) = R←(x,nR,S ′(x))+ Ix1. (3.3)
Since nR,S ′ (x) < k = nL,T (x) we have R←(x,nR,S ′ (x))  L←(x,nL,T (x) − 1), therefore the right hand
side of (3.3) is bounded above by
L←
(
x,nL,T (x) − 1
)+ Ix1 = nL,T (x, x− 1) + Ix1
= nL,T (x− 1, x) = L→
(
x− 1,nL,T (x− 1)
)
,
where we have used (2.5), followed by (2.6), and then (2.4). We have shown that
R→
(
x− 1,nR,S ′(x− 1)
)
 L→
(
x− 1,nL,T (x− 1)
)
.
Since R(x− 1,nR,S ′ (x− 1)) =→, this implies that nR,S ′ (x− 1) nL,T (x− 1) as required. 
3.2. Results obtained by contradiction
The results in this section include less technical results than those of the previous section. Roughly
speaking their proofs will be based on contradiction arguments that proceed as follows. Suppose that
we have already proved a statement A whenever L  R. We now want to prove a statement B
whenever L R. Assume that for some L, R with L R, B is false. Construct two new systems
L′ R′ from L and R such that statement A is violated for L′ and R′ . This gives a contradiction,
hence there was no such example where LR but B is false.
Lemma 3.5. Let x ∈ Z, and suppose that nR(x) < k  nL(x). Then nR(x − 1)  nL,TL(x,k)(x − 1) and
lim inf Rn > x (i.e. R is forever to the right of x after fewer than k visits to x and at most nL,TL(x,k)(x − 1)
visits to x− 1).
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, it is suﬃcient to prove that under the hypotheses of the lemma, R is to the
right of x inﬁnitely often. Suppose instead that R is forever to the left of x (after fewer than k visits
to x). Then we may deﬁne two new systems R′ and L′ by forcing every arrow at x at level k and
above to be →. To be precise, given an arrow system E we’ll deﬁne E ′ by E ′(y, ·) = E(y, ·) for all
y 
= x, E ′(x, j) = E(y, j) for all j < k, and E ′(x, j) =→ for every j  k. Clearly L′  R′ and T ′ =
TL′ (x,k) = T . The sequences R and R ′ are identical since we have not changed any arrow used by R
anyway. The sequences L and L′ agree up to time T , while L′n  x for all n T , since L′ can never go
left from x after time T . It follows that nL′ (z) = nL,T (z) < ∞ for every z < x.
Let y1 := max{z < x: nR ′ (z)  nL′,T (z)}. By Lemma 3.1, −∞ < y1 < x. By Lemma 3.2 (applied
to L′ , R ′) either R ′ hits y1 + 1 at least nL′ (y1 + 1) nL,T (y1 + 1) times, or R ′ is forever to the right
of y1 + 1 after fewer than nL′ (y1 + 1) visits. In either case, y1 + 1 < x (as nR ′ (x) < k and R ′ lies
eventually to the left of x). So there exists some y2 ∈ (y1, x) such that nR ′ (y2) nL′(y2) = nL′,T (y2).
This contradicts the deﬁnition of y1. 
Corollary 3.6. If nR,t(x− 1) > nL,t(x− 1) then nR,t(x) nL,t(x).
Proof. Suppose instead that nR,t(x) < nL,t(x). Let k = nR,t(x) + 1, so that T = TL(x,k)  t and S =
TR(x,k) > t . Then
nR,S(x− 1) nR,t(x− 1) > nL,t(x− 1) nL,T (x− 1).
This violates Lemma 3.3 (if nR(x) k) or Lemma 3.5 (if nR(x) < k). 
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Proof. If T = ∞ then the result is trivial. So assume T < ∞. Lemma 3.5 with k = 1 implies that
S < ∞ as well (R cannot be to the right of x > 0 without ever passing through x). For each i < x,
the number of times that L hits i before T is nL,T (i), so T =∑x−1i=−∞ nL,T (i). Moreover, nL,T (i) is the
number of times that L hits i before hitting i + 1 for the nL,T (i + 1)th time (by deﬁnition of T , the
last visit to i < x up to time T occurs before the last visit to i + 1 up to time T ). By Lemma 3.3 with
k = 1 we get that nR,S(x− 1) nL,T (x− 1). Set k0 = 1.
Now apply Lemma 3.3 with x− 1 instead of x and with k1 = nR,S(x− 1) to get
nR,TR (x−1,k1)(x− 2) nL,TL (x−1,k1)(x− 2).
But nR,TR (x−1,k1)(x− 2) = nR,S(x− 2) since R cannot visit x− 2 at times in (Tr(x− 1,k1), S] (in other
words, the last visit to x − 2 occurs before the last visit to x − 1). Furthermore, nL,TL(x−1,k1)(x − 2)
nL,T (x− 2) since nL,T (x− 1) k1 ⇒ TL(x− 1,k1) T . We have just shown that
nR,S(x− 2) = nR,TR (x−1,k1)(x− 2) nL,TL (x−1,k1)(x− 2) nL,T (x− 2).
Iterating this argument while k j = nR,S(x− j) > 0 by applying Lemma 3.3 at x− j with k = k j (there
is nothing to do once nR,S (x − j) = 0 for some j), we obtain by induction that nR,S(i)  nL,T (i) for
every i < x. Thus S =∑x−1i=−∞ nR,S(i)∑x−1i=−∞ nL,T (i) = T as required. 
It follows immediately from Corollary 3.7 that
Rn := max
kn
Rk max
kn
Lk =: Ln. (3.4)
Of course by mirror symmetry we also have R n := minkn Rk minkn Lk = L n . The following result
extends this idea to the number of visits of the two paths to Rn by time n.
Lemma 3.8. For each t  0, nR,t(Rt) nL,t(Rt) and nL,t(L t) nR,t(L t).
Proof. Let L R and suppose the ﬁrst claim fails. Let T = inf{t  0: nR,t(Rt) < nL,t(Rt)} < ∞. Let
Nt = nL,t(Rt) −nR,t(Rt). Then Nt+1 − Nt  1 if Rt+1 = Rt , and by (3.4), Nt+1 = 0 or −1 if Rt+1 > Rt .
Therefore by deﬁnition of T we must have RT < RT , LT = RT , and nL,T (RT ) = 1+nR,T (RT ). Moreover
this happens regardless of the arrows of L or R at RT above level nR,T (RT ). Deﬁne new arrow
systems L′,R′ by setting all arrows at RT at level 1+ nR,T (RT ) and above to be →. By construction
L′ R′ , and (Ln, Rn) = (L′n, R ′n) for n  T . However L′T+1 = RT + 1 > RT = R ′T+1 which violates the
fact that R ′n  L′n for all n 0.
The second result follows by mirror symmetry. 
For each z ∈ Z, t ∈ Z+ , let zt = max(nL,t(z),nR,t(z)).
Lemma 3.9. If there exist t, y such that Rt  y < Lt and nR,t(y) > nL,t(y) then nR,t(x)  nL,t(x) for every
x ∈ [y, Lt].
Proof. Suppose that t and y satisfy the above hypotheses, but the conclusion fails for some x ∈ [y, Lt].
In other words, y < x Lt and nR,t(x) < nL,t(x). Deﬁne new arrow systems L′ and R′ by setting:
• all arrows at y at level nR,t(y) + I{Rt 
=y} and above to be ←;• all arrows at x at level nL,t(x) + I{Lt 
=x} and above to be →; and• for each z > x set all arrows above level zt to be →.
The resulting arrow systems satisfy L′ R′ with (Ln, Rn) = (L′n, R ′n) for n  t . By construction L′n →∞ as n → ∞, since L′n never again goes below x, and can make at most ﬁnitely many more ← moves.
But also R ′n  y for all n t , which contradicts the fact that R ′n  L′n for all n 0. 
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such that Ln > x for all n nx (i.e. if lim infn→∞ Ln = +∞).
Corollary 3.10. If lim infn→∞ Ln = +∞ then nR(x) nL(x) for every x and lim infn→∞ Rn = +∞.
Proof. Suppose that L is transient to the right. Then nL(y) < ∞ for each y. Suppose that for some x,
nR(x) > nL(x). Let T = TR(x,nL(x)+1). Deﬁne new systems L′ R′ by setting every arrow at x above
level nL(x) to be ←. Then L′ = L, so L′ → ∞, but R ′t  x for every t  T . This violates (3.4) for L′ , R ′ .
Therefore nR(x) nL(x) for every x, which establishes the ﬁrst claim.
For the second claim, suppose that R is not transient to the right. Then R is either transient to the
left or it visits some site x inﬁnitely often. In either case there is some site x such that nR(x) > nL(x)
which cannot happen by the ﬁrst claim. 
Corollary 3.11. R  L inﬁnitely often.
Proof. If R is not bounded above, this follows by considering the times at which R extends its maxi-
mum. It follows similarly if L is not bounded below, using times at which L extends its minimum. The
only remaining possibility is that R is bounded above and L is bounded below, in which case by (3.4)
both paths visit only ﬁnitely many vertices. In this case consider the sets of vertices that R and L
visit inﬁnitely often. Let x∞ = sup{z ∈ Z: nR(z) = ∞} and y∞ = sup{z ∈ Z: nL(z) = ∞}. If x∞ < y∞
then Lemma 3.5 is violated (apply it to x = y∞ for k > nR(y∞)). Therefore x∞  y∞ , so Rt  Lt at all
suﬃciently large t for which Rt = x∞ . 
3.2.1. Proof of Theorem 1.3
To prove (i) we show that if Ln  x for all n suﬃciently large, then Rn  x for all n suﬃciently
large. Suppose instead that Rn < x inﬁnitely often. Then choose N suﬃciently large so that Ln  x for
all n  N , but RN < x and nR,N(RN ) > nL,N(RN ). Deﬁne two new arrow systems L′,R′ by switching
all arrows at RN from level nR,N (RN ) and above to be ←. Then L′ R′ but Lemma 3.9 is violated,
as is Corollary 3.11. This establishes (i). Applying (i) to −R−L establishes (ii).
If Rn  x inﬁnitely often then limsup Rn/an  limsup x/an = 0. Thus the result is trivial unless
there exists 0 < M < ∞ such that limsup Ln/an > M . Then Ln visits inﬁnitely many sites > 0. Let Ti
be the times at which L extends its maximum, i.e. T0 = 0 and for i  1, Ti = inf{n > Ti−1: Ln = 1 +
maxk<n Lk}. We ﬁrst verify the (intuitively obvious) statement that LTiaTi > M inﬁnitely often. If
LTi
aTi
> M
only ﬁnitely often then for all i suﬃciently large,
LTi
aTi
 M . But for all n ∈ [Ti, Ti+1), Lnan 
LTi
an
 LTiaTi . So
Ln
an
 M for all but ﬁnitely many n, contradicting the fact that limsup Ln/an > M . Let Si be the times
at which R extends its max. By deﬁnition, LTi = i = RSi and from Corollary 3.7, i  Si  Ti . It follows
immediately that for inﬁnitely many i,
RSi
aSi
 LTi
aTi
> M,
whence limsupn→∞ Rnan  M . This establishes part (iii)
To prove (iv), suppose that (iv) does not hold, and let τ be the ﬁrst time at which this fails. In
other words
τ = inf{t  0: there exist y, x < y such that nR,t(x) > nL,t(x) and nR,t(y) < nL,t(y)}.
Let x0 be the largest such x, i.e. x0 = sup{x ∈ Z: nR,τ (x) > nL,τ (x),∃y > x such that nR,τ (y) < nL,τ (y)}
and y0 = inf{y > x0: nR,τ (y) < nL,τ (y)}. Then x0  y0 − 2 or else Corollary 3.6 is violated. By def-
inition of x0 and y0 we have nR,τ (y0 − 1)  nL,τ (y0 − 1). Let k = nL,τ (y0). Then nL,τ (y0 − 1) 
nL,TL(y0,k)(y0 − 1) so nR,τ (y0 − 1)  nL,TL(y0,k)(y0 − 1). On the other hand nR,τ (y0) < k, so τ <
TR(y0,k). If Rτ < y0 − 1 then nR,TR (y0,k)(y0 − 1)  nR,τ (y0 − 1) + 1 > nL,TL(y0,k)(y0 − 1). This con-
tradicts one of Lemmas 3.3 or 3.5 (depending on whether nR(y0) k), so we must have instead that
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Rτ  y0 − 1 > x0. Therefore nR,τ−1(x0) = nR,τ (x0) > nL,τ (x0) nL,τ−1(x0). Similarly if Lτ > x0 + 1 we
get a contradiction to the symmetric versions of Lemmas 3.3 or 3.5, so we must have Lτ  x0+1 < y0,
and therefore nL,τ−1(y0) = nL,τ (y0) > nR,τ−1(y0). This contradicts the deﬁnition of τ .
Finally, to prove (v), note that if LR then also L+ R+ . If R is 0-right recurrent, then R+,n = 0
inﬁnitely often so L+,n = 0 inﬁnitely often by (i).
4. Counterexamples
4.1. L R does not imply that lim inf Lnn  lim inf
Rn
n
In general, L  R does not imply that lim inf Lnn  lim inf
Rn
n , as we shall see in the following ex-
ample.
Let us ﬁrst deﬁne the two systems as follows, starting with L. At 0 the ﬁrst three arrows are →.
At every x > 0 the ﬁrst two arrows are ← and the next three arrows are →. It is easy to check
that such a system results in a sequence L that takes steps with the pattern →←→←→ re-
peated indeﬁnitely (without ever needing to look at arrows other than those speciﬁed above). Thus
limn→∞ Lnn = 3−25 = 15 .
Let us now deﬁne a system R = R(N), according to a parameter N as follows. At 0 the ﬁrst three
arrows are →. At each site xk = xk(N) of the form
xk =
k∑
m=1
Nm −
k−1∑
m=1
m∑
r=0
(−1)m−rNr, k 1 (4.1)
the ﬁrst arrow is ← and the next two arrows are →. At all remaining sites x > 0, the ﬁrst three
arrows are → , ← , →. See Fig. 1 for parts of the systems L and R(3). By deﬁnition of these systems
the arrows to the left of 0 and above those shown are irrelevant, so we can set them to be the same
(for example, all →).
By construction L R for each N  1, but we will show that lim inf Rnn 
1
2N+1 <
1
5 for N  3 (also
limsup Rnn 
N
N+2 ).
The ﬁrst site of the form (4.1) is x1 = N . The walk R ﬁrst encounters a ← at its ﬁrst visit to this
site and then sees a → at site 0 (second visit to 0). The walk R then visits site x1 for the second
time, whence it sees a →. It continues moving right, visiting every site between x1 and x2 exactly
once before reaching x2 at this point it sees a ←, moves to x2 − 1 (for the second visit to that site)
and continues seeing ← at every site in (x1, x2) until reaching x1 for the third time. It then sees → at
every site in [x1, x2) (third visit to each of those sites), but also at every site in [x2, x3) (second visit
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to x3 and ﬁrst visit to each site in (x3, x4)). Continuing in this way, the walk turns left at every xi on
the ﬁrst visit, and continues left (second visit at interior sites) until reaching xi−1 for the third time,
and then continues to go right until reaching xi+1 for the ﬁrst time.
At time tk = ∑km=1 Nm + ∑k−1m=1∑mr=0(−1)m−r Nr the walk is at position xk = ∑km=1 Nm −∑k−1
m=1
∑m
r=0(−1)m−r Nr for the ﬁrst time. Simple calculations then give
lim
k→∞
Rtk
tk
= N
N + 2 ,
which gives rise to the limit supremum claimed.
Similarly at times sk = ∑km=1 Nm + ∑km=1∑mr=0(−1)m−r Nr the walk is at position xk−1 =∑k
m=1 Nm −
∑k
m=1
∑m
r=0(−1)m−r Nr for the last time. After some simple calculations we obtain
lim
n→∞
Rsk
sk
= 1
2N + 1 ,
which gives rise to the limit inﬁmum claimed.
4.2. L can be in the lead more than R
Given two sequences L and R with L  R , let AR,t = {n t: Rn > Ln} and AL,t = {n t: Rn < Ln}.
It is not unreasonable to expect that for every t ∈ N, |AR,t |  |AL,t | which essentially says that R is
ahead of L more than L is ahead of R . It turns out that this does not hold even when L R .
To see this, consider the partial arrow systems R and L on the left hand side of Fig. 2. These
two systems differ only at the ﬁrst arrow at 0, whence L  R (if we set all other arrows to be
equal, for example). The ﬁrst 28 terms of the sequences L and R are plotted on the right of the
ﬁgure. At any place where the solid line is above the dotted line, R > L. In particular Rn > Ln only
for 1 n 7. Similarly L > R when the dotted line lies above the solid line, which happens at times
9,10,14,15,19,20,24,25,26. Thus we have |AR,25| = 7 < 8 = |AL,25| and similarly |AR,26| = 7 < 9 =
|AL,26|.
We can modify these systems slightly to get another interesting example. Deﬁne R′ from R by
switching the second arrow at 0 to ←, the ﬁrst arrow at 1 to be → and setting the ﬁrst arrow at 2
to be ←. Deﬁne L′ from L by switching the ﬁrst arrow at 1 to be → and setting the ﬁrst arrow at 2
to be ←. The resulting partial systems satisfy L′ R′ . At time t = 28, |AR,28| < |AL,28|, the number
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of visits to each site is identical, and L28 = R28 = 0 (see Fig. 3). This means we can deﬁne a system
which repeats such a pattern indeﬁnitely. We can add any common steps that we wish in between
repetitions of this pattern and hence we can have recurrent, transient, or even ballistic sequences
satisfying L  R but such that t−1(|AL,t | − |AR,t |) → v > 0 as t → ∞.
5. Applications
In this section we describe some of the applications of our main results in the theory of nearest-
neighbour self-interacting random walks, i.e. sequences (Xn)n0 of Z-valued random variables (which
may include projections of higher dimensional walks), such that Xn+1 − Xn ∈ {−1,1} a.s. for every n.
For each application, what we actually do is show that there is a probability space on which the
relevant random walks live and on which they are related via the property  or  almost surely. It
is then clear that on that probability space the conclusions of Theorem 1.3 hold almost surely for the
walks satisfying those relations.
Our original motivation for the present paper was in studying random walks in (non-elliptic) ran-
dom environments in dimensions d 2 (see e.g. [4]). In [4] the authors apply Theorem 1.3 to random
walks in i.i.d. random environments such that for some diagonal direction u, with suﬃciently large
probability at each site there is a drift in direction u, and that almost surely there is no drift in
direction −u. For such walks, the projection R in direction u can be coupled with the so-called
1-dimensional multi-excited random walk (see below) L so that L  R , and transience and positive
speed results can be obtained for this projection, when the strength of the drift is suﬃciently large.
Our results can also be applied to recurrent models. For example, given β > −1, let X be a once-
reinforced random walk (ORRW) on Z with reinforcement parameter β , i.e. X0 = 0 and
P(Xn+1 − Xn = 1|Fn) =
1+ β I{Xn+1∈Xn−1}
2+ β[I{Xn+1∈Xn−1} + I{Xn−1∈Xn−1}]
.
We can similarly deﬁne ORRW on Z+ by forcing the walk to step right when at 0. Then it is pos-
sible to deﬁne a probability space on which there is an ORRW X+(β) for each β > −1 and such
that X+(β) X+(ζ ) whenever β  ζ > −1. On this probability space the corresponding local times
processes then satisfy the monotonicity property Theorem 1.3(iv).
Most of our results, including that for random walks in random environments above, involve
comparisons with the so-called multi-excited random walks in i.i.d. cookie environments. A cookie en-
vironment is an element ω = (ω(x,n))x∈Z,n∈N of [0,1]Z×N . A (multi-)excited random walk in cookie
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probability space (and adapted to a ﬁltration Fn) such that X0 = 0 a.s. and
Pω(Xn+1 = Xn + 1|Fn) = ω
(
x, (n)
)= 1− Pω(Xn+1 = Xn − 1|Fn),
where (n) = X (n) =∑nm=0 1{Xm=Xn} . In other words, if you are currently at x and this is the kth
time that you have been at x then your next step is to the right with probability ω(x,k), independent
of all other information. A random cookie environment ω is said to be i.i.d. if the random vectors
ω(x, ·) are i.i.d. as x varies over Z.
Let U= (U (x,n))x∈Z,n∈N be a collection of independent standard uniform random variables deﬁned
on some probability space. For each x ∈ Z, n ∈ N, and each cookie environment ω let
Eω,U(x,n) =
{→, if U (x,n) < ω(x,n),
←, otherwise.
Then Eω,U is an arrow system determined entirely by the pairs (ω(x,n),U (x,n))x∈Z,n∈N , and the cor-
responding walk E = Eω,U is an excited random walk in cookie environment ω. Given two cookie
environments ω and ω′ we write ω ω′ if ω(x,n)  ω′(x,n) for every x ∈ Z and n ∈ N. If ω ω′ ,
then on the above probability space Eω,U Eω′,U so Theorem 1.3 applies to the corresponding excited
random walks.
For excited random walks in i.i.d. cookie environments in 1 dimension, it is known up to a high
level of generality that right transience and the existence of a positive speed v > 0 do not depend on
the order of the cookies (see e.g. [5]). One might expect that the value of v should depend on this
order. The main result of this section is Theorem 5.1 below, which essentially states that one cannot
decrease the (limsup)-speed of a cookie random walk by swapping stronger cookies in a pile with
weaker cookies that appear earlier in the same pile (and doing this at each site). In order to state the
result precisely we require some further notation.
For each x ∈ Z, let Ax denote a partition of N into ﬁnite (non-empty) subsets. For any such parti-
tion we can order the elements of the partition as Ax = (A1x , A2x , . . .) (e.g. according to the ordering
of the smallest element in each Aix). Let A = (Ax)x∈Z denote a particular collection of such partitions
(indexed by Z), and P denote the set of all such collections. Let Pn denote the set of such collections
where every Asx is a set containing at most n elements.
Fix A ∈ P . Let x ∈ Z, s ∈ N, ω be a cookie environment, and j,k ∈ Asx with j  k. We say that ( j,k)
is an (x, s,ω)-favourable swap if ω(x, j)ω(x,k). Let ω(x, Asx) = (ω(x, r))r∈Asx , and let b = ( j,k) be an
(x, s,ω)-favourable swap. Deﬁne ωb(s, Asx) by,
ωb(s, r) =
⎧⎨
⎩
ω(s,k), if r = j,
ω(s, j), if r = k,
ω(s, r), if r ∈ Asx \ { j,k}.
Then we say that ωb(s, Asx) is the A
s
x-environment produced by the swap b = ( j,k), and write
ω(x, Asx)
b−→ ωb(x, Asx). Given two cookie environments ω and ω′ , we say that ω′ is an A-permutation
of ω if for each s and x, ω′(x, Asx) is a permutation of ω(x, Asx). If ω′ is an A-permutation of ω and
if also on every Asx , ω
′ can be generated from ω from a ﬁnite sequence of favourable swaps then
we write ω A ω′ . More precisely ω A ω′ if for every x ∈ Z, s ∈ N, j  k, there exists a ﬁnite se-
quence of pairs of Asx indices b1, . . . ,bK (for some K  0), and Asx-environments (ωi(x, Asx))Ki=0 with
ω0(x, Asx) = ω(x, Asx) and ωK (x, Asx) = ω′(x, Asx) such that ωi(x, Asx) bi+1−−−→ ωi+1(x, Asx) are favourable
swaps for each i = 0, . . . , K − 1.
Given A ∈ P and an environment ω, let ωA denote the environment obtained by permuting ω
on each Asx so that ωA(x, j)ωA(x,k) for all j,k ∈ Asx such that j < k. Note that ω A(x, Asx) can be
obtained from ω(x, Asx) by a sequence consisting of at most |Asx| − 1 swaps that are not favourable:
ﬁrst perform the swap that moves the largest ω(x,k) for k ∈ Asx to the highest location in Asx , then
proceed iteratively, always moving the next largest value to the next highest location. Reversing this
procedure generates ω(x, Asx) from ω A(x, Asx) by a sequence of (at most |Asx| − 1) favourable swaps,
so that ω A A ω.
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random variables and deﬁne NAx =
∑
i∈Ax IV iω(x,i) (which can be thought of as the number of right
arrows generated by ω(x, Ax)). Note that the law of NAx (ω) is invariant under permutations of the
indices in the set Ax , so that qω,Ax (y) = P(NAx (ω) = y) is invariant under such permutations.
Theorem 5.1. Let A ∈ P3 and let ω be a cookie environment. Then there exists a probability space on which:
for each A-permutation ω′ of ωA there is an excited random walk Eω′ in environment ω′ , deﬁned such that
Eω′  Eω′′ almost surely whenever ω′ A ω′′ .
Proof. Let U = {Ux,s}x∈Z,s∈N be i.i.d. standard uniform random variables, and Y = {Yx,s}x∈Z,s∈N be
independent random variables (independent of U) where Yx,s has the law of NAsx (ω) for each x, s.
Let x ∈ Z and s ∈ N and consider the set Asx , which contains n = |Asx| 3 elements. Without loss
of generality let us assume that Asx = {1, . . . ,n}. Let y = Yx,s and note that (since n  3) the set Sn,y
of n-stacks (an n-stack is any element of {← , →}n) containing exactly y right arrows is a completely
ordered set (under ) of cardinality ny =
(n
y
)
. Let (a(y)1 , . . . ,a
(y)
ny ) be the reverse ordering of the set (so
that a(y)1 is the element consisting of y right arrows underneath n− y left arrows), and let a(y)i ( j) be
the jth arrow of a(y)i .
Now for any A-permutation ω′ of ωA , deﬁne a probability measure Pω′ on Sn,y by setting
Pω′
(
a(y)i
)= (qω,Asx(y))−1
n∏
j=1
[
ω′(x, j)I
a(y)i ( j)=→
+ (1− ω′(x, j))I
a(y)i ( j)=←
]
, i = 1, . . . ,ny .
This is the conditional probability of selecting (for the arrows corresponding to Asx) a particular con-
ﬁguration a(y)i consisting of y right arrows and n− y left arrows, given that the conﬁguration contains
exactly y right arrows and n − y left arrows. Deﬁne Eω′ (x, Asx) = (Eω′ (x, j)) j∈Asx by
Eω′
(
x, Asx
)= a(y)m , if
m−1∑
i=1
Pω′
(
a(y)i
)
< Ux,s 
m∑
i=1
Pω′
(
a(y)i
)
.
Let ω′ and ω′′ be A-permutations of ωA with ω′ A ω′′ . Recall that qω′′,Asx (y) = qω′,Asx(y) by
invariance under permutations. Also note that for every m ny ,
m∑
i=1
Pω′′
(
a(y)i
)

m∑
i=1
Pω′
(
a(y)i
)
,
so that under this coupling, Eω′ (x, Asx) = a(y)m ⇒ Eω′′(x, Asx) = a(y)k for some k  m. This means thatEω′ (x, Asx) Eω′′(x, Asx) when we consider  on Asx only.
Let us now summarise what we have achieved. For ﬁxed A and ω, we have coupled arrow systems
(and hence the corresponding walks) deﬁned from all A-permutations of ωA (including ω itself) so
that Eω′ (x, Asx)  Eω′′ (x, Asx) for each x ∈ Z, s ∈ N when ω′ A ω′′ , where the coupling took place
independently (according to the variables U and Y) for each x, s. It follows that for any such ω′ , ω′′ ,
under this coupling, Eω′  Eω′′ . The result follows since for each A-permutation ω′ , the corresponding
walk Eω′ has the law of an excited random walk in cookie environment ω′ . 
Note that in the statement (and proof) of Theorem 5.1 the probability space depends on A and
ω and is constructed in such a way that each Asx has the same number of right arrows under ω as
under ω′ (and likewise left arrows). If A ∈ P2, which corresponds to considering only disjoint trans-
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independently of ω. The coupling is then deﬁned on Asx = ( j,k) for each ω by
(E(x, j),E(x,k))=
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
(→,→), if Ux,k, j < ω(x, j)ω(x,k),
(→,←), if ω(x, j)ω(x,k) Ux,k, j < ω(x, j),
(←,→), if ω(x, j) Ux,k, j < ω(x, j) + ω(x,k)(1− ω(x, j)),
(←,←), otherwise.
(5.1)
This works because the set of 2-stacks is totally ordered according to  as
→
→ 
←
→ 
→
← 
←
←
so there is no need to deﬁne the random variables Yx,s whose laws depend on ω. If on the other
hand we relax the condition that A ∈ P3 to A ∈ P4 the proof breaks down because e.g. the 4-stacks and  are not ordered by . However, by considering ﬁnite sequences of favourable swaps,
we can obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2. Let A ∈ P and let ω A ω′ be two cookie environments. Then there exists a probability space
on which there are excited randomwalks Eω and Eω′ in environmentsω andω′ respectively, deﬁned such that
Eω  Eω′ almost surely.
Proof. Fix x ∈ Z, s ∈ N. Then ω′(x, Asx) can be obtained from ω(x, Asx) by a ﬁnite sequence of
favourable swaps ωi(x, Asx)
bi+1−−−→ ωi+1(x, Asx), i = 0, . . . , K sx − 1, with ω0(x, Asx) = ω(x, Asx) and
ωK sx (x, A
s
x) = ω′(x, Asx). Using the coupling in Theorem 5.1 for a single favourable swap on Asx ,
for each i we can deﬁne a probability space with ﬁnite chunks of random arrow systems
(Ei(x, Asx),E ′i (x, Asx)) with marginal laws deﬁned by ωi(x, Asx) and ωi+1(x, Asx) respectively, and such
that Ei(x, Asx) E ′i (x, Asx).
Let (X1, Y1) and (Y2, Z2) be random quantities (not necessarily deﬁned on the same probabil-
ity space) such that Y1 and Y2 have the same distribution. Then we can construct X3, Y3, and Z3
on a common probability space by letting Y3 ∼ Y1 ∼ Y2, and letting X3 and Z3 be conditionally in-
dependent given Y3, with conditional laws the same as X1 given Y1 and Z2 given Y2 respectively.
Iterating this construction, and applying the resulting coupling to the random objects Ei(x, Asx), we
can construct a probability space on which there are ﬁnite chunks of random arrow systems Ei(x, Asx)
with marginal laws deﬁned by ωi(x, Asx), i = 0, . . . , K sx , such that Ei(x, Asx)  Ei+1(x, Asx) for each i.
Taking the product probability space over x ∈ Z and s ∈ N, and letting E = (E0(x, Asx))x∈Z,s∈N and
E ′ = (EK sx (x, Asx))x∈Z,s∈N , we have that E  E ′ . Deﬁning Eω and Eω′ to be the corresponding walks
gives the result. 
Since Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 are deﬁned rather abstractly, we now give an explicit example. Suppose
that ω is an environment deﬁned by ω(x,2k − 1) = p1 and ω(x,2k) = p2 for every x ∈ Z, k ∈ N, with
p2 > p1. Suppose also that we wish to understand the effect (on the asymptotic properties of the
corresponding excited random walk) of switching the order of the ﬁrst two cookies at every even site,
or instead, of switching the values of p1 and p2 at even sites. In the ﬁrst case the environment of
interest is ω′ where ω′(x,1) = ω(x,2) and ω′(x,2) = ω(x,1) for each x ∈ 2Z and otherwise ω′(x,k) =
ω(x,k), while in the second case we have ω′′ deﬁned by ω′′(x,2k − 1) = ω(x,2k) and ω′′(x,2k) =
ω(x,2k−1) for all x ∈ 2Z, k ∈ N and otherwise ω′(x,k) = ω(x,k). In this example the permutations of
interest are composed of disjoint swaps/transpositions, and hence we can choose partitions consisting
of sets containing at most 2 elements. For example, letting Asx = {2s − 1,2s} for each x ∈ Z, s ∈ N
deﬁnes one particular choice (among many) of A for which ω′ and ω′′ are A-permutations of ω,
and such that ω A ω′ A ω′′ . Theorems 5.1 and 1.3 then imply that e.g. if p1  12 (so that the
walks are not transient to the left) then the limsup speeds of the corresponding random walks satisfy
vω  vω′  vω′′ .
The ORRW is an example of a walk whose drift can depend on more than just the number of
visits to the current site. For example, on Z+ the drift encountered by the ORRW at a site x at time n
474 M. Holmes, T.S. Salisbury / Journal of Combinatorial Theory, Series A 119 (2012) 460–475(so Xn = x) depends on whether the local time of the walk at x + 1 is positive. Some of the known
results for excited random walks in i.i.d. or ergodic environments can be extended to more general
self-interacting random walks (where the drifts may depend on the history in an unusual way) with
a bounded number of positive drifts per site.
Theorem 5.3. Let Xn be a nearest-neighbour self-interacting random walk and Fn = σ(Xk,k  n). Suppose
that there exist M ∈ N and (ηk)kM ∈ [0,1)M such that
• P(Xn+1 = Xn + 1|Fn)I(n)=k  ηk for all k M and all n ∈ Z+ almost surely, and
• P(Xn+1 = Xn + 1|Fn)I(n)=k  12 for all k > M and all n ∈ Z+ , almost surely.
If α =∑Mk=1(2ηk −1) 1 then X is not transient to the right, almost surely. If α  2 then limsupn−1Xn  0,
almost surely. If α < −1 then X is transient to the left, almost surely. If α < −2 then lim infn−1Xn < 0 almost
surely.
Proof. Deﬁne ηk = 12 for k > M . For each x ∈ Z, let ω(x,k) = ηk for k ∈ N. Let U = (U (x,m))x∈Z,m∈N
be i.i.d. standard uniform random variables and deﬁne R by
R(x,k) =
{→ if U (x,k) ηk,
← otherwise.
The corresponding walk Rn has the law of an excited random walk in the (non-random) environ-
ment ω. By [5], the conclusions of the theorem hold for the walk R , e.g. if α =∑Mk=1(2ηk − 1)  1
then R is not transient to the right, almost surely.
For a nearest-neighbour sequence x0, . . . , xn deﬁne
Pn,k(x0, . . . , xn) = P(Xn+1 = Xn + 1 | X0 = x0, . . . , Xn = xn)Ix(n)=k.
Deﬁne a nearest-neighbour self-interacting random walk L by setting L0 = 0 and given that L(n) = k,
Ln+1 =
{
Ln + 1, if U (Ln,k) Pn,k(L0, . . . , Ln),
Ln − 1, otherwise.
Then L has the law of X . Since Pn,k  ηk almost surely, we have that L R almost surely. The result
now follows by Corollary 3.10. The astute reader may have noticed that we have not deﬁned the
arrow system L. We can do so, according to the walk L as follows. Given that L(n) = k, deﬁne
L(Ln,k) =
{→, if U (Ln,k) Pn,k(L0, . . . , Ln),
←, otherwise.
In other words, this inductively deﬁnes L as the arrow system determined by the steps of the walk L.
Since L does not deﬁne an entire arrow system at any site x visited only ﬁnitely often by L we can
deﬁne L(x,k) =← for each k > nL(x).
To be more precise, for each n we can deﬁne L(n) according to the arrow system determined by
L0, . . . , Ln and adding ← everywhere else. For each such n we have L(n)R, so that Theorem 1.3(iv)
holds for each n, and so does (3.4). The former result implies the claims about transience when α  1
and α < −1, while (3.4) and its minimum equivalent imply the remaining results (see e.g. the proof
of Theorem 1.3(iii)). 
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